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ABSTRACT

Display lock and release is a main feature for modern phones to prevent unexpected operations and ensure personal
stuffs. Once the mobile is locked, a people must obtain specific reaction and give the movement, security code,
finger prints. Present structures are incompatible with phones because of the inadequacy such as high rate and low
efficiency. More than four people samples were collected using hand swing reaction with their phones. It was
discovered that the swing pattern of a people is unusual, safe and discriminate. We present open sesame, which
engage swing pattern from people to lock and release. The important characteristic of our mode is to manipulate fin
grain characteristic and statistics to verify peoples hand swing pattern. In addition support vector machine is used
to precise and quick rating. This expertise is tough, compatible over types of brands using phones, without using
special equipment. The solution of integral investigation shows that the mode false positive open sesame fare is
about 18 percent, during the false negative fare is less than 9 percent.

Index Terms: Phone, security, privacy, authentication, accelerometer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, phones are not only used to call and text, but also to do complicated tasks like sending / receiving
emails, shopping, mobile payment, etc. Screen Locker is an indispensable utility to phones to check the
machine from unofficial use. For example, the honor and blackberry phones can lock screen automatically
after being inactive for a short period. Thus protecting peoples’ privacy and avoid unintentional operations.

The conventional screen long has been proposed return. (1) The most used is slide to release. There
people can release his / her phone via sliding your finger through a defined path. This method is very simple
protecting the privacy of the people. (2) PIN, the most common method It is used with traditional digital
cameras, provided they adopt in phones to release the phone. Yet, to be comparatively small display and the
application of common release is not appropriate to establish long and complex mobile PIN. For example,
there are only five numbers allowed for fixing PIN release as to improve the security and flexibility, many
authentication methods are establish Box Office screen [3]. The secrets of these methods cannot be easily
and reproduced from people identification based on its natural features [4]. Biometrics is combined into
two main categories and physiological bio metrics, behavioral biometrics [5].

Biometric physiological characteristics of humans are used by physiological biometric to discover
the peoples profile (face) [6], audio (voice) [7], finger print [8], digital, etc. in. still, we note that (i) the
share of these solutions be strongly affected by outside. For example, Face acquisitions by the camera
are severely affected by illumination, outcome in defeat to pinpoint the people in the night. Same time,
it is difficult to discriminate the audio environmental damage in extremely noisy environments, like the
subway or in the restaurant. No verification method must be accommodating to all conditions. (i) Release
operation is a very common operation, which spirit inception is carefully observed. The camera is a
notorious energy cause of death in phone [9]. (ii) The lack of necessary equipment foreseeable modern
phones such as the fingerprint scanner.
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Behavioral biometrics are another classification of biometric data, measuring, identifying the people
on the basis of their behavioral characteristics [10], [11], as the act of writing behavior, The mouse movement,
the behavior of the record [12], or mouse movement [13], tapping [14] however, these methods cannot or
adopted on phones or be suitable for releasing phones. For example, to recognize the gait pattern [15], the
people having to guide first or phone as if is valid. It seems bizarre and embarrassing for People behavior
than answer a phone call In order to verify his / her.

We developed a prototype delivery system with hand swing, named Open Sesame, and implement the
integration of three phones. We collect traces hand swing 500 volunteers using another Application. Complete
after experiments and test outcome shows that Open Sesame You can accurately verify peoples through its
hand swing low latency.

2. SWINGCHARACTERIZATION

In this division, the sensor used to detect, actual remains of gathering and inspection of data.

2.1. Swing Sensing

To accurately characterize people reactions stir selecting suitable sensors is necessary. As the v growth
of the MEMS technology, there are many powerful sensors with our phone today, as the camera,
microphone, proximity sensor, accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetic sensor etc. In our system, the
selected sensor must be able to represent the hand swing. In our approach, we finally selected the three-
axis accelerometer function as our detection sensor. Accelerometer allows phones that detect movement
done on them. The accelerometer measures acceleration phone. A value of 1 indicates that the phone
knows 1g acceleration acting on it, the one acceleration due to gravity g is that the experiences phone
when standing. An accelerometer that measures acceleration phone in three different axes: X, Y and Z.
Examples of data collected.

2.2. Collections of data

To find the uniqueness of hand swing pattern is 500 samples was collected from different peoples.
Every people were asked to wave the mobile phone for 15 seconds and repeat the swing pattern for
5 times. No restriction was placed on the people, our intension was to detect hand swing actions and
find the gesture pattern. The sample statistics were composed in different modes such as high-speed
and standard. In the high-speed approach in the accelerometer tests every 15 to 25 ms in respect to
the rate of values changed. 125 peoples where taken with a time period of 300 ms. Thus in normal
mode accelerometer some data loss occurs but saves energy. These two modes are compared for
valuation.

Swing actions are rendered in the form of tuples such as (At, Bt, Ct) were A, B, C denotes the
acceleration along the axes A, B, C and t denotes the time, due to which 800 filter and 25,000 rows of
data was collected.

Figure 1: Collection of data
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2.3. Swing pattern measurements

The samples are taken from four peoples and the obtained results are compared with one and other. The
first two graphs are the samples of the first people, where in a swing pattern are quite similar. The other
three images obtained from different peoples show that, the swing patterns are different. The swing pattern
is represented by

f = S(A),

Where A = {(At0, Bt0, Ct0), (At1, Bt1, Ct1), ……., (Atn, Btn, Ctn)}

Where A is a set of unrefinedswing pattern recorded through t0 and tn. The swing functions takes in A
as input and vector f as output. A high-quality task of a swing pattern should satisfy efficiency, invariance
and robustness.

To achieve the above requirements, four swing functions R1, R2, R3 and R4 are taken up for
study.

R1: the centric Y is calculated and further random points X and Z are measured, the random points are
calculated as many as n times. The angle n is compared with the file format and reported to the
vector.

R2: the swing function is almost similar to R1, the above points are selected randomly and one of the
angles are taken for measurement and passed on to the vector.

R3: R3, R4 concentrates on distance among the points, where as R1 and R2 concentrates on swing
function. R3picks up two random points and determine the stretch space among them.

R4: R4 select a set of end points and calculated the stretch distance.

The four swing functions are represented in figure. The swing functions represent efficiency, invariance
and robustness.

2.4. Swing matching

Matching wave with the intension of providing security to the mobile phones. The swing patterns are used
to lock and unlock the mobile application. The similarity of swing patterns is measured by calculating the
distance between them.

Distinguish the quality vectors are file format of distribution. The file format is divided into different
set of bins and the common value is calculated for a bin.

The file format is represented by,

f = (r1, r2, ……., rn) is considered as the quality vector, where r1 indicate the probability on getting
into the ith bin.

Definition 1: Two distinct vector e1 = (r1, r2, …., rn) and e2 = (R1, R2, …., sn).

Equivalent definition is as,

1
( 1, 2)

n

i
g e e ri si where g(e1, e2)�(0, 2)

Ten random samples are taken from five trials. d4 is deployed to measure the hand swing pattern, due
to which 5 � 10 = 50 featuresare obtained after using d4. The result is represented in a matrix format.
Where in, darkers shades represents better matches and lighter shades represent weaker matches. The
matrix is symmetric.
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3. OPEN SESAME

In this part of work, we present open sesame a method to unlock mobile phones.

3.1. Overview

Five components makeup open sesame. They are sensing, filter, fetcher, and classifier.

Sensing : It consist of recording peoples hand swing patterns.

Filter : this component is used to wipe out silent period. When negative swing or poor amount of
data is recognized.

Fetcher : collection of signals are used to get swing pattern..

Classifier : The differentiation of certified and uncertified peoples using support vector machine is
deployed for classification.

Matcher : The detected feature is compared with the predefined one.

3.2. Filter

The swing values present in the data acquisition are smaller to be noted. This is shown in the periods, called
the silent periods. The data collection in open sesame must be keenly taken since the silent periods will
case high effects. They may occur when the people swing slope at the end or when the swing start’s at the
begin, or can occur in the middle due to unexpected pause in the swing. Thep + y having X bacceleration is
taken off it the equation below is obtained

2

2 1

p b p b

x p b y p b

Xb
Xa

y

Figure 2(a): R1 Figure 2(b): R2

Figure 2(c): R3 Figure 2(d): R4
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3.3. Fetcher

Generate the feature vector using the acceleration points. The risk involved in given the acceleration point
together as one input to generator will need to the lead of feature vector. Quality vector generate from these
small notes, slight inputs with small data misplacement. We create the quality vectors are followed: first
one window size is w, where w is much slighter than data field set size. The field set of data of an acceleration
point Fk and the form of input is followed by

{Fk, Fk + 1, Fk + 2 …, Fk + w – 1}

First, the field set of acceleration pointsis large, usually more than 2,000.Then we apply the movement
task of it result and send to the fileformat of the quality vectors to explain the future of the swing action.

3.4. Classifier

The classifier to classify certified and un certified people behaviour. In open sesame, the support vector
machine is one of the main classifier. SVM input tuples is given as{w, z}, where wis the vector of attribute
is used to explain attributes instruction tuples and z is the label training tuples, representing the actual class
it belongs. In open sesame, the label of training tuples, w is either +1 or –1.when y = +1 the unauthorized
people will be generated. On the other case y = –1 means authorized people will be generated.

3.5. Matcher

The adaptive element is carried out when the people activates means allowing function of open sesame is
to release the phone. The people swing the phone at the entrance swing their action as avalidation of data.
The quality vectors of swing movement generate and verify the result is allowing or not. If given result is
correct, screen is release. If not the request is denied and lock mobiles remains locked.

Figure 3(a):BF Figure 3(b):AF

Figure 4 (a): Screen locking (b) Access denied (c) Access accepted
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

4.1. Implementation App

Open sesame is implemented on android phones. The android system version 2.33 the android application
is developed using java sdk 1.5 shows graphical people interface of our application. The data collected
from the people are analysed by phones. The interface shown the figure represents locking and unlocking
of phones successfully. LIBSVM tool a product of opensesame library is used to clarify SVM. The version
used to integrate support vector is LIBSVM. In our experiment the Gaussian radial basic function is used to
get best values of parameter cost and kernel functions.

4.2. Metrics

Allowing authority is signified open sesame using the subsequent rate.

False negative rate (FNR). The percentage of incorrect validation managed by give a permission to
people to the number of trails.

Real positive rate (TPR). The percentage of correct validation by an authenticated people to the number
of trails.

False positive rate (FPR). The percentage of incorrect validation conducted by an uncertified people to
the number of trails.

It is noticed that FNR and TPR relates to authorized people and successful unlocking of smart phone.
The FPR of the open sesame relates to un authorized people denied access to unlock the smart phone.

Figure 5(a): FNR Figure 5(b): FPR

4.3. Measuring setup

The individuality of hand swing, to gather400 distinct people handswing action.thedata sets are randomly
collected from different publications.the swing action data is collected from 5 different brands of handsets.
The 400000 raw tuples are collected from 400 distinct people.the people first select one smart phone and
hold the mobile, which one is running on the data collection application in his way.the next step push the
switch to start on the demonstrate and shake the phone awaitingthe echo is played by the phones.this
process times more then 20 second.this process is repeated by the above action for five time to be
terminated.the aim is taking handshaking action only not for motion pattern.

4.4. Collision of swing functions

There are five functions to set the E space handswingillustration.this research is selected 50 peoples
handswing and maintain the window size as 60 tuples.To plot FNR and FPR for the four swing
functions.shows that the average FNR using R1 and R2 is about 20 percent, while the values are less then
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10 percent using R3 and R4 the resemblance inspection is obtained on FPR.the further focus on the distance
based swing functuion.R3 and R4 are on FNRs and FPRs. However, the varience is less then R3 and R4,
which means R4 is more stable then R3.

4.5. SVM Impacts

Window size is an interesting and needed factor. Phone is shakes in order to capture windows in an acceptable
ti me period. In order to unlock and affect people experiences, large window size are preferred. Identification
accuracy is influenced by smaller window size. Window sizes are increased from 5 to 50 with the level of
5 and employ R4 for experiment. The level FNR reduces from 20 to 8 percent and the regular FPR decreases
from 42 to 18 percent. Since windows size is increased, accuracy determined by larger windows.raw tuples
are obtained in larger windows by swing hands.

Accuracy is affected by training tuples FNR is decreased as 60 percent from 15 to 8 during windows
size is 60 small window sizes detects. This reduction FPR decreases as 20 to 15 percent. The window size
is 60 .FPR reduces training tuples.

4.6. Sample rate impacts

Various sampling modes present in a accelerometer, difference types of data can be collected.Here, the
opensesame is tested in speeds and moderate mode.the approximate levels of accuracy is upto 50 to 95 in
moderate and speeds modes respectedly.the data present in the low sampling region will be lost, hence
results in a lower performance.

4.7. People Motion Impacts

The Care should be taken in to perform our testing, when the Smartphone is not in continuous peoplemotion.
If not, it will lead to the interruption of many noise with respect to the people motions accuracy and speed
5 motions such as inactiveon footslow, on foot fast, successively and attractive a which is consider for the
experiment. The FNR is constant at point 2 as the speed rising from 0 to 5m/s, the standard deviation is at
speed 2. The PNR also varies depending on the increase of people motions speed. It occurs at the point 15
with a standard deviation speed of 2.5.when the people motions speed raises from 5m/s .atpoint 7 the FNR
increases slightly considering the observation above the vibration of the mobile phone.(i.e.) the speeder
motion will cause more noisy interruption hence the accuracy is not affected much.

4.8. Phone Diversity Impact

The type of accelerometer present inside various phones of these days such as same sung, htc, moto,
iphone etc..Is important because the adaption of open sesame in there phones depends on the various
levels of sensitivity of there accelerometer. Thus, dissimilarswing data is collected. Taken three branded

Figure 6(a): FNR Figure 6(b): FPR
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phones A, B and C. The FNR of A & C has the worst and least value respectively. The test about is
performed with 50 trails on each phones.10 percent is the average FNRs because accelerometer with
high sensitivity collects high grained data. This is practically accepted, so several of phones can adapt
the open sesame well.

4.9. Smart phone orientation impact

The postures of various phones are tested in open sesame. Because the habit of swing can be similar
for a similar people but the posture changes the orientation following postures are considered for
observation.

On-the-side: The Orientation of swing is deviated 90 degree towards, when the people sleeps with the
mobile on the left side.

Lying: Orientation of swing is derived towards up, when the people lies on the bed.

Standing: The standing of the people on the ground is taken as the normal posture.

Using the three postures the A space representation of swing data is obtained .the trails have similar
crescentshape, but with a difference in orientation. The A space to feature file format conversion of swing
is done using D4 to avoid the impact of rotation. the standard portion has a distance of 0.172 and the lying
posture/on the side posture has a distance of 0.173.the file format’s difference is very low. Since the testing
is done from identical peoples these distance are low for the testing.

Taking 40 samples for each posture, standing posture is stored in the phone using the resultant feature
vector .the 3 postures are again repeated after unlocking the phones 45 percent on the side postures and 20
percent lying postures have high accuracy compared to 90 percent on the other hand 20 percent on the
surface and lying position have ssubordinate accuracy compared to 76 and 86 percent corresponding. The
above observation proves that phone orientation is not impacted.

Figure 7: People motion

Figure 8(a): Figure 8(b):
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4.10. Evaluations with active Time covering

The time covering is an conventional techniques if talking dealing out, which is worn to determine the similarity
connecting two time sequence vary from occasion or speediness. The advantages is that it be able to well DTN
to use the miss alignment of the points in the sequentialorder.DTW is only appropriate for the case where the
people has more to phone along secret and predicted pattern. However, people are seeking ability to vibrate
their phones in three actions in every day behaviour. In this situation, the following DTW has two important
practical limitation in relation to our shaking function first, data acquired acceleration strongly depend on the
orientation of the phones second, DTN cannot cope with the subsistence of sound, blotch, crakes and earth on
the data thrill. There are focus types of swing function to solve the problems above.

To advance measure up to the show and DTW Open Sesame allows the people to execute the subsequent
offour ways:

Case 1 (R1). A person swing his phone as trained.

Case 2 (R2). People swing’s phone how getworn to but not compulsory as equals as formed.

Case 3 (R3). People waves his phone as formed, but the phone direction inverted.

Case 4 (R4). A second people try to shake phones as usual.

Standardized similarities using DTW and swing functions are presented. We note that (1) similarities
standard case 1 to case 3 is almost below 0.6, showing that anything the people how to shake their phone.
Varying People Case 4, the similarity is above the entrance of 0.6, the resulting of unlocking is rejected. (2)
When the people waves their smart phone is not as well trained, but only investment advice, standard similarities
are much larger than box1 however, DTN requires the people to vibrate their smart phone as trained.

Figure 9:
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5. USABILITY

This segment reviews correlated work based certification accelerator. Parallel work is ours Conti et al.,
proposing to assume the motion that the people perform to make a call to authenticate the people. Phone,
which uses two, types of mechanism, accelerometer and direction sensors in phones.

As a result, our come close to offers much more choice to the people compared with other people trails.
Third, the process should direction sensors, they are not fully supported by all phones, particularly between
mobile phones low grade.

Figure 10: Time conception

The second parallel work is to recognize our peoples based on a model of association measured by
the secret and throttle sensor. It aims to identify peoples based on a model of secret association. For
example the movement phones, and draws an “8” in the space, where “8” is segregation. In the same
way, Okumura et al. asks the tester to understand the device in the same way and are given the simple
Shaped et al. propose using the correlations of I paths between predefined touch “gestures” for
authentication. Their work requires peoples to use your fingers gestures for the following two main
limitations with respect to our work. This vocation is projected identify peoples based on their behaviour
to write[12], [14]. Their work requires peoples to use your finger gestures for the following two main
limitations with respect to our work. This work is required people to use your finger gesture for following
two main limitations with respect to our work. this work is proposed identity of peoples based on their
behaviour to write[2],[4].In addition they have low correctness, because it is complicated to model
behaviour by tapping on touch screen, since most people’s use the same manipulate to write all the key
on the phones screen. There are several methods to use the throttle phones to verify peoples based on
their experience.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we offer an innovative based on the bio metric behavior of verification approach called
open sesame. We design four functions to swing the only pattern of public actions. Inserting the SVM
classifier, the phone can act completely permitted People hand swing source of reaction. Testing consequences
based on ‘500’ different peoples hand swing pattern. Open Sesame show that reaches a elevated level of
safety and power, and familiarity of the people reaches the right.
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